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About This Game

A mysterious tavern with a deadly secret! Check-in to this magical tale of murder and mystery where not everything is as it
seems. Explore the tavern in secret or in style, meet and mingle with guests and staff, wield weapons and magic and uncover

clues before the killer strikes again!

Evertree Inn is an immersive 265,000 word interactive experience by Thom Baylay, where your choices control the story. It’s
entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast unstoppable power of your imagination.

What will you do when an overnight stay in a highway tavern turns into the biggest mystery of your life? Will you rise to the
challenge, or will you resist your destiny? Are you in it for the money, for the thrill of the chase or are you secretly hoping for

romance? Enter an open world, where the choices you ignore matter as much as the ones you explore and where every
interaction has a reaction. Choose your path as elf or dwarf, human or halfling or even the elusive brownie and find out if you

have what it takes to survive the night at Evertree Inn?

 Immerse yourself in the fully open and explorable tavern where your actions have real consequences.

 Play as any one of five races, each with their own unique abilities and dialogue options!

 Overcome obstacles with brute strength, keen perception, natural cunning and even magic.
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 Battle with any weapon you can imagine or unleash an impressive arsenal of spells.

 Boldly confront guests and staff or lurk in the shadows as you uncover clues.

 Make enemies and friends and maybe even find true love.

 Play as male, female or non-binary.

 Play as gay, straight, bisexual or asexual.
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Great game. Remenbers the good old days of sega beat em ups.. A great start for a first-person MOBA shooter.

Yes it's still early access, but the concept and game mechanics are very solid. Plus the developer has been incredibly responsive
and smart about the changes that have been made so far.

The largest setback for the time being is the server population. Since this game was just released, the community is still in its
infancy. However this game has quickly become one of my favorites to load up on my Vive each play session.

. EDIT: (Making the review more helpful)

 I found this game a long time ago, back in 2009-2010, this was one of the best flash games I could find, and it still holds up
today! Now that the creators are updating the game by adding: New Bosses, Weopons, and even playable characters, most of all,
if the $20K goal is reached, then even multiplay would be added! If you like shoot-em-ups, arcade, or space avdenture games,
this is a great one to pick up! It's a fair price, especially once they start updating the game, even though the progress is somewhat
slow. My previous 10\/10 was mostly bias due to the memories and good times I have so far had, but if it looks fun to you,
picking it up is worth it!. Lots of ghosts and good puzzles. However I did not see a shadow at the edge of water as stated in the
title. There were several shadows and several bodies of water but the shadows were not directly next to the water edges,
although they were pretty close at times.. As far as the game goes, Shadow at the Water's Edge does great balancing the mystery
story line with interactive puzzles. The story sticks strong throughout the entire game and the ending is satisfying as always.

However, as other reviews will show, launching the game will not work after downloading into your Steam library (it didn't for
me - Windows 10 user). The game will launch but it doesn't ever run. I had go to into my steam library to find the game's files
(C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Nancy Drew - Shadow Waters Edge), find the "Shadow.exe", right click it
and go to properties. Go to the compatibility tab, and check the "Run in 640x480 screen resolution" setting. Click Apply, and try
launching the game again, it should work this time. If it doesn't, go to the exe's properties and change the Compatibility Mode
(Properties -> Compatibility Mode to run the program as for Windows 7).

Took an hour to figure out how to run the game, but once I was able to launch the game, my GF and I had a great time playing
it!. Pretty fun version of the "golf solitaire" type games. You don't have to beat every single level to 100% this game, and you
don't have to play the Mahjong 'bonus' levels, but they're still fun nonetheless.

Not much changes in terms of gameplay or level design, so if you don't enjoy these types of games, you will probably get bored
after level 20. Regardless, I love these types of games and I had a generally great time with it.. Not bad for a color-matching
hooray-you're-talented brain-numbing agent. I wouldn't mind having it on my phone rather than on my desktop -- it's more
suited to passing the time than sitting down and gaming. I do like the soundtrack that's in a constant state of "Amen Break"..
Honestly not worth the download. As has been said in a few other reviews, an obvious port direct from mobile phone. That
being said, it is much easier for this old bloke to play on PC, mostly because PC screen is much easier to see :P

Good graphics, sound and it plays almost exactly like it shows in the clips and pictures.

Keep in mind that it *will* get very grindy during the game, saving up to unlock slots on ships, not to mention getting new ships
themselves can take some time, of course you CAN throw money at the game to do this, but you don't NEED to.
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At this point in time I am fairly certain that it can be completed without spending any real money, even if I have not gotten that
far, there are a LOT of levels, 60+ and still counting so far.

TIP: Missile\/Strategic weapons all have a limited amount of shots, Laser and Kinetic weapons don't, so make sure to mix them
up on your ships.

TIP: Check your weapon ranges. A good setup is to have long range missiles along with middle and close weapons. Those
missles will fire off almost right at the start of a battle.

TIP: Once the *really* powerful Lasers\/Kinetic weapons become available, you don't need to have the strategic weapons
anymore, so switch them out for one of those.
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beautiful game. 7\/10

Great, crisp and clear graphics
Good music
Smooth controls and animation, not a hint of jittering or input lag.

- Keyboard and mouse plays absolutely fine but I would probably enjoy this game more if it would let me use my joystick(s)
instead of a restricting me to either mouse and keyboard or controller.. Garbage game, not worth of your time.. I can't wait for
this game to gain the ability to zoom in and scale things on the fly. I kept wanting to get in for finer details, but couldn't. womp
womp.

This application runs smoothly, to say the least. Its UX is a little.. jarring to get used to. I can't wait to see what improvements
they come up with in that regard.

Overall though, I love what's currently in place. Definitely recommended!. I am recommending this game with reservations!
1. No Single Player
2. You must have a controller (This is a problem to me)
3. No Multiplayer LAN or Internet Support all on the same PC only
4. Lack of a Tutorial
5. Lack of ability to change the controls or customize them

If you can get past all that, it is quite a bit of fun but this really is only for people who can physical get with others or happen to
have fun drunk college roommates.

Rating: 3/5
Rage Factor: 5/5

Video Review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbntpcCUsZQ. Mais um joguinho do tipo que parece que se passa em uma estação
espacial, tem vista de cima, etc, etc, etc... resumindo: igual a Alien Swarm, Alien Breed e outros.
Não curto o genero, acho muito repetitivo.

NÃO RECOMENDO!!!

New Save Game Feature For Upcoming Sequel:
Evertree Inn now includes a new save feature to carry your game over to its upcoming sequel.
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